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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi everyone, my name is Xiping Liu and I am a resource description librarian from University of Houston. Today I am going to present on a project i did last year for cataloging artist books for our special collections department. 



Background 

● 12 artist books purchased 
for Special Collections in 
2015

● Cartonera books 
● Unique design and non-

standard publishing
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First, a bit background information about these artist books. Our Spanish collections curator purchased majority of these books in 2015 to be added into our rare book and Hispanic Collections. These are called Cartonera books. Cartonera means cardboard in Spanish. The artist books are handmade from recycled cardboard and published by small independent publishing houses throughout Latin America. The books often include prose or poetry by both unknown and renowned authors. People sell these books on the streets to lower the production and distribution cost and increase access to literature by the public. As you can see from a picture i took here on the right, each artist book comes with their unique design and obviously doesn’t follow standard publishing patterns, which can be a challenge to catalogers. 



Cataloging Process

● 9 out of 12 have an OCLC record (Thanks to U. of Wisconsin and others) 
● Record enrichment
● 3 need original cataloging
● Adding UH local copy information
● Decision on LC classification schedule
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After some initial searching in OCLC, I found 9 matches out of the 12 artist books we have and 3 of the 9 records were full level records created by University of Wisconsin Madison Libraries, who also created a Cartonera publishers database.  This database includes digitized covers of over 1000 volumes of the cartonera books and also complete metadata description for each object. These descriptions turned out to be very helpful in enriching the cataloging records in OCLC, which i will talk in more details in the next slide. 3 artist books would need original cataloging. For all the artist books, i also need to add in our local UH copy information and make a decision on the Library of Congress classification schedule that can best serve our users. 



Record Enrichment

● Add 500 note for additional physical description 
● Add 520 note for summary (provided by curator)
● Add local UH copy # in 590 for local note 
● Add genre forms if not found  

○ 655 artist books ǂ2 rbgenr
○ 655 Corrugated board bindings (Binding) ǂ2 rbbin 

● Use N7433.35 A-Z or N7433.4 A-Z for class 
numbers
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As I mentioned earlier, some of these matching OCLC records are full level records, but when i did my research on these books, I found additional notes for bindings and materials used in University of Wisconsin’s Cartonera database, so naturally i would want to reuse these notes in our local records to give a more visual description for our users. Note that these are more general notes such as “Found cardboard recycled as book cover boards. Variable edition with unique hand embellishment” instead of copy specific notes so that I can safely reuse them. We also received a brief summary for these books from the curator, so those would go into 520 field for summaries. For those artist books that have specific copy numbers, the copy number would be added into the 590 field for local note. I made sure all of these artist books should have the subject headings of Cartonera books $z Country of origin $v SpecimensSmall presses $z Country of origin $v SpecimensArtists’ books $z Country of origin $v SpecimensIf no genre forms were used, these two genre terms “artist books” and “corrugated board bings” would be added.When deciding on the classification schedule, we had two options. Option one, each artist book would be given the class number under its own subject, so for example selected poems of a Spanish poet would be classified under PQ6701 for Spanish literature -- individual authors, If the book is about Spanish folk songs, it would be classified under PQ7180 for popular poetry and Ballads under Spanish literature. But then they wouldn’t be shelved together. Option two is all artist books would be classified under either N7433.35 for artist books and cut by individual countries or N7433.4.A-Z for artist books cut by individual artists. After discussing with our curator, we decided to go with option two, so all the artist books would be shelved closely together for easy retrieval. 



There is one particular item… 

● A jacob’s ladder
● Book vs. Visual materials 
● Fixed field
● 300 field
● 336/337/338 field
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Among these 12 artist books, there is one particular item that’s worth mentioning. This item is made up of four string-attached blocks with image and text on them. I wasn’t sure of what it is called and how it should be described so i asked for help on a cataloging discussion list. Someone responded that It is called a jacob’s ladder as in a toy. Obviously ours is not a toy in this context but I can still use the term to describe the binding. The next question that comes up is what should be the format of this item? Should I use the book format or the format for visual materials? For each format, what type of record should it be? How should it be described in the 300 field for physical descriptions, and the 336, 337 and 338 field for content type, media type and carrier type? All the questions need to be answered before creating the actual record. 



Is it still a book or not? 
● From a user’s point of view
● An artist book is the work of art in the form of a 

book
● The line between a book and an art piece
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The format question became the most important question because it would ultimately decide the fixed fields and all the other variable fields in the cataloging record. And the format question came down as the question of is this still considered a book or not. One of the responses i received during the discussions is that this cataloger suggested that if a user is searching for a book on the subject, and this item shows up in the search results from the catalog, then he will be really confused. An artist book is the work of art in the form of a book and it almost always has two elements in it. For most of the artist books we have described the book component is the dominant part. But for this particular one, i think it has crossed line of a book and fall into the category of an art piece. So after this discussion it has become very clear to me that we should be using the format for visual materials instead of books. 



Here is the MARC record 
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After the decision was made, the rest became relatively easy. So here is the MARC record for this particular item. At the very top it shows this is the format for visual materials. Type r represents three-dimensional artifact, Type of material is coded a meaning this is art original. And there is the 300 field for physical description. 



Lessons learned 

● Research on cataloging materials
● Communications with curator 
● Think from a user’s perspective 
● Ask for help on the discussion list 
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So some lessons learned from this project:It always helps to do some research on the materials being cataloged. In this case, i didn’t really know what Cartonera means until i read the articles on Wiki. During my research i found out about the Cartonera publisher’s database which offers very helpful notes for our records. I always find communications with the curator an important part of the cataloging process because they have better knowledge of the background and subject of these materials and can provide helpful insights in the areas such as classification numbers and subject headings. When in doubt, always think from a user’s perspective, because what we are doing ultimately is to help the users find what they want. And we want to make it an easy to understand process for them. Lastly, if you desperately need help, the discussion list can be a helpful place to ask for help. for you but you are the person who make that final judgement call.  



Notes

● OCLC#1015251783, #809207850, #944136882, #944136183, 
#768871998, #808149148, #944252959, #1015315650, #945982621, 
#1014023637, #922388526, #907277399

● University of Wisconsin-Madison Libraries’ Cartonera Publishers Database:
○ https://uwdc.library.wisc.edu/collections/arts/eloisacart/
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Here are some notes for this presentation. If you are interested and curious to see the records, here are the oclc numbers for them. And here is the link for University of Wisconsin-Madison Libraries’ Caronera Publishers Database. 

https://uwdc.library.wisc.edu/collections/arts/eloisacart/


Thank you!

Xiping Liu
Resource Description Librarian

xliu54@central.uh.edu
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